Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) is used to measure health symptoms and health-related quality of life domains. The average completion rate for the PROMIS survey during outpatient visits at the NYU Langone Orthopedic Center in January 2018 was 58%. The project tests various iterations of patient instructions for completing PROMIS, such as tablet labels and posters.

**PROJECT GOALS**
To increase the completion rate for PROMIS at the NYU Langone Orthopedic Center.

**CURRENT STATUS OF PROJECT**
Currently planning the next iteration, involving testing posters with different messages in patient waiting areas.

**NEXT STEPS**
Use results from data analysis to improve on next iterations of project tests.

**OUR TEAM**
Rapid RCT Lab: Leora Horwitz, MD, MHS (Population Health, Medicine), Simon Jones, PhD (Population Health), Claudia Pulgarin, MA, MS (Population Health), Masha Kuznetsova, MPH (Population Health), Felicia Mendoza (Population Health).

PROMIS RCT: Heather Gold, PhD, MA (Population Health, Orthopedic Surgery), Raj Karia, PhD (Orthopedic Surgery), Devin Mann, MD, MS (Population Health, Medicine), Rachel Lebwohl (MCIT), Sara Chokshi, DrPH (Population Health), Divya Devli, MHA (MCIT). Funding: Meghan Mackay and Allen Thorpe

**Figure A:** A patient tablet with a label prompt.

**Figure B:** Round 1 results show that the two label interventions did not have any significant effects on completion rates.